New book and database data visualisations

This month we are very pleased to announce that we have released a new set of data visualisations for the book and database reports.

The book visualisations feature individual supplier usage trends by month and top titles for each book report (BR1, BR2 and BR3) with both calendar and academic year versions. For databases there are individual service/database usage trends by month for both calendar and academic year, as well as service usage and access denials by calendar year. All database and platform reports provide the option to select different metric types (record views, result clicks, searches regular, searches federated). We have updated the guide to visualisations to reflect the additions and the guide is available on the JUSP website: https://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/guides-to-visualisations/.

If you have any feedback, comments, suggestions, or queries please let us know through the helpdesk help@jisc.ac.uk.

New reports and publishers

IG Publishing joined JUSP in June and BR1, BR2 and PR1 reports have been collected for 31 subscribing sites from January 2014.

JR1 GOA reports for De Gruyter were also added from June 2016 onwards for 101 institutions.
Using JUSP to improve collection management and strategy - new JUSP case study

We have recently added a new case study to the JUSP website. **Using JUSP to improve collection management and strategy** looks at how the library at Stranmillis University College, a small higher education institution, used JUSP to carry out a systematic review of journal subscriptions that resulted in significant savings and enabled them to reallocate budget from low use journals to databases of greater relevance to their users. The case study along with the existing four case studies can be viewed on our website under Support > Case studies: [https://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/case-studies/](https://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/case-studies/).

Training materials added to community area and website

Are you thinking about running your own internal training on JUSP? We have added a range of resources to the Community Area of the JUSP portal that you can use to support planning and running internal training sessions.

- Sample JUSP training slides
- Quick guide: resources to support training colleagues
- JUSP training at Imperial College London
- Quick reference guide to JUSP template
- Using JUSP practice exercise template

Also take a look at the slides and exercises from the recent workshops in London and Manchester which are now available on the Events and Training page on the JUSP website along with previous events.

If you have already provided training for library staff to widen use of JUSP within your library and have examples or experiences you would like to share we would be interested in hearing from you.

Joining libraries

We welcomed 5 institutions to JUSP in June and July:

- Falmouth University
- North Warwickshire and South Leicestershire College
- New College Swindon
- Grimsby Institute of Further and Higher Education
- Grwp NPTC Group

JUSP for FE webinar

On Monday 16th July we ran an introductory webinar aimed at further education libraries and learning resource centres. This webinar looked at how usage statistics are used within FE libraries and LRCs, what JUSP does and how it can help.

An edited recording and slides are now available on the JUSP website under the Events and Training page.

This webinar may also be of interest to anyone looking for an overview of JUSP.
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